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A database
speclflcatlon
consists
of
m
static
and temporal
constraints
and a set of
A database
is
database
operation
descriptions
viewed as a dynamic object
and a sequence of
database
states
constitutes
an evolution
of the
database
A formal method for
verifying
database
The method checks if
speclfrcations
1s proposed
the static
constraints
are consistent,
analyses the
database operation descriptions
to ensure that each
operation
can ever be executed,
and finally,
It
sequence of
that
permissible
verifies
each
operations
satrsfles
all the temporal constraints

There are two important aspects concerning formal
verification
of database specifications
First,
the
consistency
of a database
specificaiton
is a
necessary condition
for a database to be regarded
a representation
of some perceived
world
as
Accordina to Nicolas and Callaire
C301, ‘The world
ought to-be a (mathematical)
model-of-a first
order
theory r (which 1s the relational
database schema)
How can this be ensured? In fact there is no way of
ensuring this
The only thing that can be done 1s
to verify
the consistency
of the theory T If It 1s
not consistent,
no model of it exists and so, the
world
cannot be one model either ’ Also In [4], rt
1s argued that
“a database
exhibits
semantic
lnteurrty
only
if
all
specified
constraints
are
satisfied
If any two of the large
number of
constraints
no database
can
are inconsistent,
exhibit
semantic integrity
*
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Second, it is shown in [12] and [7],
that
faults
which are introduced during database specification
and design
have a malor
impact
on
systems
development
effort
On the other
hand, if
a
database specification
is formally verified
before
implementing
it, then certain specification
errors
might be removed prior to the operational
phase,
which might reduce the total systems cost

During
the last
decade,
a large number of data
models and database definition
languages have been
proposed Uost of them aim at capturing more of the
semantics of reality
[ll]
[16] and establlshlng
a
formal foundation of nodelllng
[363
Despite
this
development
in data modelllng,
the
qualitative
aspects
such
as
model
m,
consistency
and Jellability
has yet received very
little
attention
from the research
community
Although
this problem has been observed by Bubenko
in 1977 [S], the progress has been relatively
slow
In particular,
few results have been published on
formal verification
of database specifications

In this paper, we propose a temporal
database speclflcatlon
and verification
specification
consists of three parts

which are specified
constraints
as first
order
logic
sentences
The static
constraints
must be satisfied
by every
legal
database state

1) A set of static

By formal verification
of a database speclflcatlon,
we aean a formal
process which ensures that the
various components of the specrflcatlon
are free
from conflict
That is, the database specification
must be consistent
* On leave

from Academia Sinica,

2) A
f

PRC

set
specified
system
property
operations
constraints

of temporal
constraints
which are
as teaporak
asserttons
of a modal
The temporal
constraints
have the
that
every permissible
sequence of
must
satisfy
all
the temporal

ms
each of which
specifies
a Drecondltlon
and a eostcondltlon
of
the
operation
Uoreover ,
an
operation
description
may contain
a temporal assertion
which specifies
the desirable
database
hlstorv
for applying
the operation
In agreement with
[S] [15], we assume that database
transactions
are specified
in terms of database operations

3) A set of m
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framework for
A database
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Correspondingly
the consistency
also consists of three parts

checking

method

Our framework 1s slmllar
to the ones as in [S]
The
difference
1s
In
the
explicit
Cl51
speclflcatlon
of preconditions
and postcondltlons
of operations
In this sense, our approach
1s In
agreement with
the opinion held by [2] [6] [39]
That ls, a speclficatlon
should specify
the rules
and assumptions explicitly
and suppress exceptional
detarls
(when needed),
In order
to facllltate
comprehension
change
and
(see
also
[28])
Contrarily,
In [8] an operation
IS defined
as a
function
symbol whose semantics is captured by a
set of temporal
assertions
whrch mlaht SDread
throughout
the
speclficatlon
In -orderto
understand the ‘meaning’ of a function
symbol one
has to find
out those temporal assertions
which
define the semantics
As a result,
modification
of
a specification
is dlfflcult
The same observation
can be made for
[15]
of
Formal verrficatlon
database
specifications
1s extremely dLfflcult
in
either of the approaches

1) Consistency

checking
of static
constraints
This can be done by using
either
Fesolution
method [22] [33] or tableaux approah [23]

2) Analysis

of
operation
descriptions
which
analyses
each operation
descrlptlon
to see
whether
the operation can ever be executed in
the future database
That 15, we examine If
there
is a legal database state in which the
precondition
of the operation
holds and the
appllcatlon
of the operation
yields a legal
database state (Conf [14])
The analysis
also
checks for undesirable
side effects
The result
of the analysis
IS a &&
Witlon
dlaaraia
Each state
of the transltlon
diagram can be
interpreted
as an abstract
database
state
in
which all the static
constraints
are true

methods
Formal
for
verifying
information
system/database
speclflcatlons
are found In [31]
[24] [22] [23] [S] The work In [4] concentrates
on
the
speclflcation
and veriflcatlon
of static
constraints,
insert,
delete,
update operations
are
not considered
An actual database IS required in
the verification
makes it very expensive to use In
[22] and [23], formal methods based on resolutron
principle
and tableaux for consistency
checking
of
the static
constraints
and ooeratlon analvsis are
presented
Consistency
checkrig
of the temporal
constrarnts
was
merely outlined
In [37],
a
framework which unrformly
combines the EntityRelatlonshlp
model with
the Petri net model for
database modelling 1s proposed
It is shown in that
paper how to verify
consistency
by using
the
present result

3) Finally,

we test
the consistency
of the
temporal
constraints
as follows
First
we
transform
the transitron
diagram into a family
of Dushdorm al&cm&a by taking into account the
temporal
assertions
of
the
operations
Secondly, we use the transitron
diagram
to
generate
a set of f;erct secruences each of which
1s a sequence of operations
Thirdly we use the
pushdown automata to analyse the @cceDtance of
the test sequences Intuitively,
a sequence of
operations
is allowed
to be executed in the
future database If It 1s accepted by one of the
pushdown automata
Finally,
the consistency
of
the temporal
constraints
1s proved ‘If each
the
all
accepted
test
sequence satisfies
temporal constraints

A method for verlfylng
liveness
of concurrent
programs 1s found In (321 which influences
the
the temporal
verification
of
semantics
and
constraints
In this paper Finally,
an aPPllCatlOn
verlf icatlon
of
the
our
approach
to
of
communlcatlon protocals
1s found in Cl81 which
contains
a PROLOGimplementation
of some relevant
parts

53 devotes
The layout of the paper is as follows
to dabase soeclflcatlon
54 deals with verification
analysrs
of
and
constraints
of the s&c
55 presents the
operations
in an informal
way
formal method for the verlfrcatlon
of temporal
constraints
56 concludes the study

2 JIATABASE SP~FICATION
A survey
of more than 70 reports on computerized
lnfornatlon
systems along the temporal dlmenslon 1s
An analysis
of three conceptual
found in [3]
models wrth time perspective
1s found ln [ZO] Some
temporal
frameworks for database specification
are
A panel
presented ln [8]
[15]
[13] and [34]
session abstract
on temporal dlmenslon of databases
is found in [l]

31Statrc
Static constraints
the first
order
also be used [23]
are

In [S] and [15], constructs
for speclfylng
static
constraints.
transltlon
constraints
and database
operations
are provided
Database transactions
are
assumed to be speclfled
In terms
of database
operations
In [34], a set of static,
dynamic and
axioms
are stated for malntalnlng
the
side-effect
consistency
of a database
However, the consistency
of these axioms remains to be proved
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of a database are speclfled
In
language L I4ultltyped
logic can
Examples of static
constraints

SC1

Every employee earns more than S2OK
(Vx)(Vy)(
E(x,Y) Y > 2OK )

where E(x,y)
salary y

means

SC2

Every manager is an employee
(vx)(~Y)(
M(x) E(x,Y) 1

that

x

1s

an

employee

with

where M(x) means that x 1s a manager
A database state 1s defined as a structure
S(/j,Z)
of the language L, where U 1s called the universe
of the structure
which 1s a non-empty
set of
lndlvlduals
,
1
1s the UoretatiQn
of the
structure
which assigns an element
of u to each
constant
symbol, a mapping from p to u to each mary function symbol, and an n-ary relation
R&P to
each n-ary
predicate
symbol of L
A structure
S(U,I) satisfies
a closed wff w lff w 1s true under
the lnterpretatlon
In this case, we write 59 to
mean that w is satisfied
by S Since a theory T of
L is defined as a set of sentences of L, It follows
that S)=T iff Sb for all wCT S is called
a &
of T lff SW For our purpose, it 1s convenient to
regard a database state as consisting
of a set S of
atomic
or the negation of atomic formulae (1 e ,
laterals)
such that for no afS, ‘aES Let SC be the
set
of static
constraints
of a database
By
deflnltlon,
a database state S, 1s a legal database
state lff S, DC

The above definition
is extended to include
logical
connectives
V and as usual

In agreement with [15], we dlstlnguish
global
and
local
quantifications
We use the concept
of
parameter
While a universally
quantlfled
variable
In a
VX) ranges over the lndlvlduals
(e g ,
particular
database state, a parameter
(e g , i)
ranges over all the individuals
of all the database
states
In a particular
state,
a
parameter
represents
an arbitrary
lndlvldual
having
some
property,
e g , being an employee
When talking
about a sequence of states,
a temporal
eg,
assertion,
a parameter may assume a value In any of
the database
states, however, all the occurrences
of the parameter
must assume the same value
throughout the temporal assertion
As an example, the temporal constraint
stating
that
“salary must not decrease” can be expressed as
tc1

The following
result
from u
w
1s useful
for our purpose
a set of (closed)
wffs
1s
consistent
lff
It
has a model (the extended
comoleteness theorem [9])
It follows that If SC is
lnconslstent,
then there exists no legal database
state, and if there 1s a model for SC then SC is
consistent
which lmplles
that
there
will be at
least one legal database state

E(i,y)

-

where E(x,y)

~iy~y~+

pmoral

Constraints

In the definition
below,
we use the following
abbrevlatlons
ta stands
for temporal
assertlon,
tap (taf)
for temporal
assertion
to the past
(future),
tqp (tqf) for temporal quantlfler
to the
The temporal quantifier
~IIJY~+ 1s
past
(future)
read “always In the past excluding
the present”,
and LPS~UL+’ is read *sometime in the future
SIX temporal
lncludlng
the present ” The other
quantifiers
can be phrased similarly
language can be defined
In BNF, the temporal
where <op> denotes
the name of
follows,
operation which will be defined in j3 4
= <ta>
<temporal-constraint>
<ta> = ‘<ta> 1 <tal> h <ta2> I <tap> I
<taf> I <wff’> I EXECUl!B$J(<Op>)
= <tqp)<wff’>
I <tqp><tap) (
<tap>
‘<tap) 1 <tapl)&<tap2>
I <tqf)<taf>
I
<taf > = <tqf><wff’>
‘<taf> I <tafl>b<taf2>
<tqp>
= II”Y’CIJlYJYZe’lb”‘~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~’
<tqf>
= I1’IY’~lJIIIYL~‘ill~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~l
are
<wff ’ > = wff In which free variables
<para;etef>s
<parameter>
=xlvl
I
<function-symbol>(<parameter-list>)
= <parameter) I
<parameter-list>
<parameter>,<parameter-list)
= any function symbol of L
<function-symbol>

as
an

(Vz)(

1s as defined

The temporal constraint
again” can be expressed

Alternatively,
constraint
as
JJ

the

we

E(i,z)

--)

z > i 1

In $3 1

“no employee can be rehired
as

may

also

expressed

this

‘EXECUTrs~r(hire(x)))
tc2 (~Y)E(_~,Y) (I~Y~Y~+’
where hire(x)
1s the operation of hlrlng
i,
which
IS to be defined in 53 4 This expression
speclfles
that sometimes In the past lncludlng
the present if
x has been an employee, then the hire(i)
operation
1s not executable
3 3 The Semantics

denote a sequence of
Let 0 =
~-1~O~lS2
database
states,
where 8, denotes
the current
state,
Sm2 Se1 denotes the history,
and St S2
denotes the future of the database
Further,
let a,
denote the sequence of states
S,-,S, or the
depending on J < 0 or
we use bi<op> S ) to denote the
state resulting
from executing thk ‘operation
<op>
In
state
S,
The semantics
of the temporal
assertions
are as follows
ob lff
assertion
Now let

where

SOB,

w 1s

w denote any temporal

oklyly,tW
ol3~ylyj+w
okl-lryi+‘w

assertion,

lff (VI<01 (a, P)
lff (VJ>O) (a, NW)
lff (Vl<O)(O, B)
ok.!ylYl+‘w
lff (VI,01 (0, P)
ok_o!ctgL+w
lff (13<0)(0, B,
ok_oEILLsl+w lff (fl>O) (0, NW)
oko~~tl~r+‘w
lff (Il<O)(O, B,
oka-.l-tl*l+'w

okaw lff

lff

not ob

(f330)(a,b)

not

a

temporal
then

0 H w, &W’wz
)

lff
opw, and OR,
temporal assertlons

where

w,

and

formulae
spy 1s used as a &BFBE temporal assertion
when there is no need to refer to the past

w2 are

An an illustratron,

lff

<op>)
hold

okww!ldPLE(

condltlons

the

the operatron
of
employee can be formally
expressed as

following

hire(x)

apthe temporal
assertion
of the operation
<op)
So pthe precondition
of the operation
<op)
b(<op), S,)Rhe postcondltlon
of <op>
We must define

0=
-1sj
0: J >?I

OJb lff

assertron

the senantlcs
or

q=

s, P,

If w 1s a temporal

s,

sj+l

where
assertion,

not

a

temporal

flre&)

U

oneration

extended

to include

S,Hly)E(x,y)
h ‘W(x)
==) b(fire(x)
,S, ) r(iy)E(;,y)

JOY,

rarse’(x,lO%*i)
-JOY, S,kE(x,y)
==) b(raise’(x,lO\*~),S,)~E(~,~+lO%*~)
promote(x)

sly, S, k(ly)(E(;,y)hy)2OK)
& ‘W(x)
==) b(promote(;),S,)
kMn(x)

Note that a postcondltron
rn problem-solvrng
of
artlflcial
intelligence
can be divided rnto two
parts
the ‘added” and the ‘deleted’
statements
Further,
there are the ‘m
#xloms’
which specrfy
that anything that 1s not changed by an operation
[29]
[19]
The
remarns true
in the new state

a1 kArrrIM&r
(<OP)) lff
o,phe temporal
assertlon
of the operation
<op>
S,#he precondltlon
of the operation
<op>
b( <op>, S, ) bhe postcondltlon
of <op>
is similarly

‘(iy)E(;,y),
S, v(iy)E(x,y)
==> b(hire(x) ,S, ) p(3y) (E(i,y)&y>ZOK)

I~YJY$+

then

lff ~(0 and (vk<J) (ok B)
oJ klr~vs+w
a, klrAyl+‘w
iff J<O and (vk<J)(o, pw)
o, k&iy,+w
lff J>O and (vk>J)(ok b)
0, krr~u~+‘w
iff 120 and (Vk)J)(ok B)
a, kzs?flr~+w
lff 1<0 and (Ik< 1) (ok Iv)
a, baomrtlwj+‘w lff 1t0 and (Ik<J)(ok P)
a, l%o~*ti~~+w lff 120 and (Ik>J)(ok p)
o, kssrlls~+‘w
lff 120 and (Ik>J)(o, B)
0, vu iff not a, )w
0 F(qfiw2)
1i f aj P,
and a1 t+ , where w, and w2 are
temporal assertions

The definition
and -+

an

It states that “if rt was always true rn the past
(the temporal
assertion),
and it is true in state
S,, that x is not an employee, then in the state
resulting
from hiring
i rn state S, we will know
that x IS an employee with some salary y>2OK ” Note
that
the temporal assertion
*~lr~x~* ‘(ly)E(x,y)”
1s requrred In this operatron
descrrptlon
because
of tc2 In the last section
We require that y>2OK
because of scl in 53 1 Similarly
we may interpret
the followrng
operatron descrrptlons

for a,, recalling
that
on J < 0
, depending
w 1s

hiring

dlstlnction
of added and deleted statements as well
as the frame axioms are rmpllcrt
in our approach
They are to be treated by the checking method (54)
Thus 1s because a database
specrflcatlon
1s not
meant to be an executable object,
see [2l] [22] for
detailed
arguments

V,

4 STATIC CONSISTEKCTm

Descriotions

An operation
description
consrsts
of a temporal
assertion
to the past,
which
specifies
the
condltron
on the database hrstory for applyrng the
operation,
a precondltlon
and a postcondition
In
BNF, an operatron
1s defined as follows

OPEKATION AWALTSIS

By defrnrtlon,
static
constrarnts
define the state
Suppose that
we have a
space of a database
static
only
one
database
wrth
relatlonal
SC1 ’
constraint
(Vx)(3y)(
M(x) E(x,y)
&
y>2OK) whrch says that every manager 1s an employee
havrng some salary more than 20K For simplicity,
we assume that there IS only one person rdentrfred
by name n and two salary values s<2OK and s’)2OK
It can be easrly seen that Sl, 52, S3 m Frg la are
legal database states
Each of these states can be
regarded
as a model of the statrc contralnt
In the
sense of S3 1 and hence the static
constraint
1s
consistent

<operation>
= <op) <op-desc>
= <op-name>(<parameter-list))
I
<op>
<op-name>‘(<parameter-lrst))
= string of lower-case letters
<op-name>
<op-desc>
= <tap’>, S, p<pre)
==) b(<op>,S,) k<post>
<tap’ )
= 251 I <tap>
<pre>
= <wff’>
<post > = <wff’)

Now consider
the operatron
f(n), 1 e , fire the
person identlfred
by name n, whrch IS applrcable
in
a legal
database
state
rf
<n,s’XE
and after
applying f(n), <n,s’> 1s deleted from E Depending
on the state
rn which f(n) 1s applred,
drfferent
There are three
state transitions
may occur [El
transitrons
to be consrdered rn thus example which
we denote as fl, f2 and f3 for easy explanation
(Frg lb)

In the above deflnltlon,
<parameter-list),
<tap),
and <wff’> are as in 53 2
an
<op-name>’ denotes
undate operatron while <op-name> denotes an ln;;;:
or delete operation
We assume rn thus paper
an insert
(delete)
operation
makes one or more
atomic formulae
become true
(false)
An update
operatron
changes some of the terms of atomrc
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n
Sl
s2
53
S4
s5
S6

0

E
t<n,s’>k

0
t<n>)
j<n>f
t)
t(n))

I)
l<n,s’>i
0
(<n,s>)
{<n,s)t

f2
S2

fl

prover,
we can construct
all the legal database
states at an abstract
level
Upon this set of legal
states, the analysis of operation descriptions
then
examines each operation
descrlptlon
to see If the
above three properties
are preserved
The result of
the analysis 1s a state
transltlon
diagram where
each state
of the diagram represents an abstract
database state in which each static
constraint
1s
Each transition
of the diagram represents
a
true
transltlon
from one legal state
to another
under
the execution of an operation

f3
s3

s4

p2
Pl

Sl
x+-x2

s5

S6

hlre(;)O,
Transition
fl has the following
properties
I)
the
operation
1s applicable
In a legal database state,
2) the application
yields
some legal
database
state,
3) anythlng
that
1s not specified
to be
changed by the operation
remains true
in the
resulting
state (1 e , the frame problem)

promote(i19,

@52ff-JI- so = (‘M(n),
‘E(n,s)),
s2 = Wnj,
E(n,s)),
8, = t<n,x)t,
82 = {<n,h,

Transition
f2 does not have the last property since
it has deleted <n> from H which 1s not speclfled
In
the fire operation
Transition
f3 does not have the
second property and hence it should never occur in
a database

2

sl

raise’(i,10%y)82
= (‘H(n),

<s,Y>),

E(n,s)),
s)2OK

EuL2LmsxLamlu--

Fig 2 shows a state
transltron
diagram for the
static
constraints
sq, sc2 defined in 53 1 and the
operation
descriptions
defined
ln 53 4, where 8,
denotes the most general
substltutlon
tags)
of
for parameters
of the
terms of the ‘prestate’
precondrtlon
of the operatron
such
that
the
substltutlon
instance
1s true
ln the state
For
ngs, see [33] This diagram wrll
be used in the
next sectron
to illustrate
the verlflcatlon
of
Space lrmitatlon
does not
temporal
constraints
allow us to present the process
for constructing
the state
transltion
diagram here The interest
reader IS referred
to [22] 1231

It
can be seen that the operation description
1s
not sufflclent
for carrying
out the operation
If
transltlon
f1
1s wanted,
then the operation
description
should contain
In the ‘precondltlon”
that
the operatron can be applied If <n,s’XE and
<nMU
If transitIon
f2 1s wanted,
then
the
operation
should
contain
in the
descrlptron
‘postcondition”
that after executing the operation,
<n,s’>LE and (n)EBl
Suppose that the relational
database
rmposes one
more static
constraint
sc2’
(vx)(Vy)(
E(x,y) y<2OK ) which says that every employee has salary
less
than 20K scl’ and sc2’ are consistent
since
S2 and 55 In Fig la are two legal database
states,
although
in this
case Sl and S3 are no longer
legal
Now consider
the operation
p(n),
1 e ,
promote n, which specifies
that
if (n,sXE and
<n>tM then its application
leads to the state
in
which <nXM, 1 e , pl in Fig lb However S6 1s not
a legal database state since scl’ does not hold If
we change the postcondltlon
so that after applying
the operation,
<n>cn and <n,s> IS replaced
by
<n,s’),
I e , p2 In Fig lb,
then sc2’ will not
hold In fact, there
1s no way to promote any
lndlvldual
to be a manager because scl’ and sc2’
together prevents us from Inserting
any tuple
into
n

The dlstinctlon
between the present work and those
that
have been done on lntegrlty
enforcement (see
e g , [38])
1s that
rntegrlty
enforcement
1x1
database
lmplenentatlon
while
performed
after
consistency
checking
and operation
analysis
18
performed
before
lmplementatlon
It can be proved
that if
a database
specificatron
is statically
lnconslstent
or some operation descrlptlons
do not
have the three propertres
as dlscussed above,
then
no enforcement
technique can exhlbrt
Integrity
of
the database [21]
On the other hand,
the present
only
reveal
the
framework
can
verlficatlon
specification
the
database
consistency
of
constraints,
operation
static
concerning
the
descrlptlons
and the temporal
constraints
It
should be supported by some lntegrrty
enforcement
technique [21]

In
practice,
it
1s not easy to verify
the
consistency
of the static
constraints
and
to
analyse
the operation descriptions
with respect to
the three desirable
properties
One obvious
reason
1s that the first
order logic is undecidable
[26]
Another reason is that
database
appllcatlons
may
involve
a large
number of static
constraints
Restrictions
on static
constraints
and automatic
support
is therefore
needed In [22] and [23], we
have
presented
two
approaches
static
for
verification
and
operation
analysis
The two
approaches restrict
the static
constraints
by using
results
from decidabllity
theory [25] so that the
consistency
of the constraints
can be formally
proved in many cases Further,
by using a theorem

Corresponding
to each state S, of the transition
1s a flnlte
automaton
diagram in Fig 2, there
fa,(K, Q, I, S,, F) which can be defined as follows
(conf
Cl711
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- /( is the set of states
of the transltlon
diagram
- Q 1s the set of operations
labelllng
the
transitions
in the transltlon
diagram,
e g ,
hire(x),
fire(i),
etc
- b QXK -+ K maps <<op, >, Sk > to S, iff there
1s
a transition
from Sk to S, on <op, > in the
transition
diagram
- S, is the initial
state of fa,
- F = K is the set of final states of fa,

1
If
the existing
history w’ already
- A rule
will
implies ~os:ffac+
PB, then the new history
be the existing
one That is, A(w',~~~th~g+
PB)
= w’ lf w’ ‘gzjlfr+
P9

- A rule 2 If the existing
history
1s in conflict
with ~~~~t~~~+ PB, then the new history ~111 be
that
“It 1s not the case that ~~~~y~ in the past the
exlstlng
history
was true and it is not the case
that ~l~~y~ in the past what was Just happening
was true ’ That is,

The finite
automata differ
only
In the initial
states
allows
us to study the future
Each fa,
behavior of the database with respect to state S,
Corresponding to each
a pushdown automaton
where the states,
the
and the flnal states
other elements of pa,

A(W’,IQIL~AVI~+

1s
fa,(K, 9, 6, S,, F) there
pa,(K, Q, r, b’, S,, 2, F),
operations,
the lnltlal
state
are the same as for fa,
The
are defined as follows

)~~~~~~~+ P0 if
inconsistent

-

A3
A4,

tQntILms+
~)g~~lg~*

-

A5

Z

-

A6

w,

A~MAYL+
aQlttint+
(w,
&

tEQBtiirl+
W,

-

W,

w2)
w,)

&

LQIttilL+
-

We may now define 6’ Let w denote the temporal
assertion
and P the precondltlon
of an operation
top) In question
For any state Sk In K which 1s
the current
state of pa,, any operation
<op> in Q
that
is being considered,
and
temporal
any
assertlon
w’ In I’ whzch denotes
the database
history
and appears
as the top element of the
pushdown store

1) 6’

rule
1
If w’=Z then b’(Sk,<op>,w’)
=
<S, ,A(wB,~~g~j~g~+
Pa)>, where S,=b(<op),Sk)
IS
determined
by the finite
automaton fa,, that
1s‘ the legal
state
resulting
from applying
If no such S, can be found, the
<op> In Sk
napping 1s undefined

2) 6’ rule

2 If w’Er-tZ)
then b’(Sk,<op),w’)
=
<Sq,A(w’ ,daa~j’~?+
pe)> If WI implies
we,
otherwise b’(<Sk,<op>,w’>)
is undefined,
where
which 1s determined
from the
S9=b(<oP),Sk),
finite
automaton fa, as above

w,

LQltillL+

52 a

W,

Behavlog

& j$e Pushdown Automa%

Intultlvely,
pa, acts as follows
(see the figure
below)
In a database state Sk, stack top w’, and
an operation
<op> which 1s to be executed,
the
pushdown automaton pa, checks If w’ satisfies
the
substltutlon
Instance we of the temporal
asserton
of <op> That IS, If w’--+w0
If so, the machine
makes a move It goes to another state S, according
to
the
finite
to
automaton
fa, , and tries
‘remember’ that something new has happened
That
combines the history
of the “database”
15, it
(1 e , the stack top w’) wrth the new information
P8) according to the A mapping and
(1 e , &QlLti@c+
push the result,
I e , A(w’,~)~~J~~~+
PB), onto the
stack
Thus, the stack top always denotes the

hQWii9tCw2)

IllY

lff
wj -+
and w2 are inconsistent
Otherwise, w, and w2 are said to be consistent

Wl

W’ h *aArayz+
)~_“J~JEc+
P0 are

*A~~YL+

and

-w,
W,

W,
-

=

neither w’ + ~ss~~l~~+ PB nor w’ and
Pe are inconsistent

A 1s a mapplng from a pair (w’, ~-o~~_tl~~+ PB) of
temporal assertlons
to a temporal
assertlon
w,
where w’ 1s the historic
recording of the database
in terms of a temporal assertlon,
w represents
the
new database
history
resulting
from executing a
database
operation
cop>, P is the precondition
of
and 8 1s the mgs as defined
In
j4
<op>
we may regard PB as a “procedure call”
Informally,
to top) with actual parameters t, substituting
for
formal
parameters
x1 The fact that <op) has been
executed lmplles that sometime In the past PB must
1 e , ))J*~~Pz+ Pe Thus, A is a
have been true,
mapping from the existing
database history and what
was Just happening
to a new database history
In
order to formally define A, 4~ need some temporal
axioms
For
slmpllclty,
we list only seven of the
axioms which will
be used in the paper
Other
axioms are found In [21]
Let w, , w2 be two
temporal
assertlons
to the past excluding
the
present
We have
w, e-r -------romrtime+
W, LQILiAIL+

w’

3
If neither
the existing
history
- A rule
implies ~~~~t~~~+ P0 nor the existing
history
is
in conflict
with ~?g~-tigd+ PB, then It is enough
to conlunct
the history
and what has been
happening
That ls,

- r is an infinite
alphabet
called
the pushdown
alphabet
7 contains all temporal assertions
It
also contains the dummy temporal assertion 111
- 2 in r 1s a particular
temporal assertion
which,
by convention,
implies any temporal assertion
Z
initially
appears on the pushdown store
which 1s to
- 6’ is a mapping from QXKXr to fir,
be defined by the A mapping below

- A0 -Jl-.wy)c
- Al AAA~YL+
- A2 AQlLtilL+

PaI

-WI

A denotes
Let w’, P, 0, A as above In particular,
the new database history
resulting
from executing
some operation
whose precondltlon
1s P We have
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database

history

at an abstract

consistency
of the temporal constraints
The method
1s adapted from [IO]
It can be proved by using the
result from [40], that the test sequences generated
are necessary
and sufficient
for verifying
the
temporal constraints
[21]

level

<op>
Given a finite
automaton
constructed
as follows

.

IF w’ -

w

&
5.
r
’
THEN b’(Sk,<op>,w’)
= <S,,,~(W’,~Q~L~~~~+
9
ELSE 6’ 1s undefined

k
A(w’,~Q~L~~~L+ PB)

I

(1’

PO)>

Generate M

top in S,

stacktoplnSk

The above process
always
are only a flnlte
number of
depending
on the order
successor node, a different

EXAMPLESuppose that

In this section,
we present a method for generating
the test sequences which are used to verify
the

Fig 2 as
test tree
Current

<op)

state

hire
Sl
________________-__---------------------------------------------------------------‘E, LQlZtill+
-El
Atdrarr+
-ily~yj+
‘E
fire
so
________________________________________-------------------------.----------------

Z

<op>

___________________-------------------------------------------------hire
Z
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Atalaarr+
-'E,
LQILtiRl+
'El
=?1-"yj*
‘E
_--_-______________--------------------------------------------------E,

LQBLtABL+

E & >~szi’-“:+

(=-M)

Current
so
Sl

promote

s2

raise ’

s2

)

(E -

M)

-----------_-_-------------------------------------------------------

Fla

Comment

A5,b’

4.- Analysis
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rule

1

Al,A rule 1,
A6,b’ rule 2

F Analvsls ef blre-fire-hire

Stack top
---------------------------------------------------------------------

=j~~&l~~+

of

ef. hire-Promote-raise

the
in

Since there
terminates,
states
In fa,
Also,
In which we place the
tree may result

A4,A rule 2,
AO,AZ,b’ rule

-‘E, IQRE!,ilS+
(=-Ml )
7
=<ls<_tl_ry+ E & .ometimr+ ( E M 1 hire
__________________^_--------------------------------------------------------------

Atrlarrr+

h(KLKKYL+

T is

we have designated
So of
state
We have the following

the lnitlal

____________________-------------------------------------------------------------SO
____________________--------------------------------------------------------------

&A

state

3) Attach to each node Sk of the tree
except
all
operations
that
are applicable
root,
state Sk

Seauences

Stack top

tree

2) Suppose we have already built T to a level
J
The (]tl)th
level 1s built by examining nodes
In the kth level from left to right
A node at
the j-th
level
is terminated
if its label is
the same as a nonterminal
at some level
h<k
Otherwise,
let Sk denote its label
If on input
<op), fai goes from state Sk to state
S , we
attach
a branch and a successor node e o the
node labeled
Sk ln T The branch and the
successor
node are labeled
with <op) and S,
respectively

Since we are interested
in knownlng the effect of a
sequence of operations
on an arbitrary
state,
we
designate
one of the state as the inltlal
state of
the pushdown automaton pa,, 1 e , S, We start
the
pa with Z on the stack
This means that nothlng has
been remembered A sequence of operations
can be
such a
starting
the pa, with
accepted
lff
sequence
the
f lnlsh
configuration
one
can
Otherwlse,
it 1s relected
53

a test

Label the root of T with the initial
f ai This is level 0 of T

I)

I stack

fa,,

state

2

to the execution sequence SoS, S, S2a8 where S, S2S2i6
represents
the future resulting
from applying
the
test
sequence in So On the other-hand,
SoS,S2
represents
the past leading
to S2B0 by
some
sequence of operations,
which is applred in some
state
To form the set
of
total
execution
sequences,
we first
take the union of all the
subsets
of T, which is accepted
by pa,
for
i=l,
,n, where n is the number of states of the
transition
diagram This union is the set of all
the partial
execution sequences which is denoted as
execution
sequences I is
[P The set of total
formed as follows
If olSk and Sko2 is in Ip, then
e1 Sko2 is in 1, where Sk is interpreted
as the
current state of the database, al is interpreted
as
the history
and o2 is interpreted
as the future
of
the database
In order to dlstlngulsh
the name of
the state from the relative
positron of the state
with
respect
to the current state, we denote an
execution sequence rn the followrng
form

0

SO

1hrre
.kse’

1

raise'

n

S2 raise’

A partral
path of the test tree 1s a sequence of
consecutrve branches
It starts
at the root and
ends at either a terminal or nonterminal
node, say
Sk For each partial
path, there are a number of
test
obtained
by concatenating
the
sequences
partial
path with each of the operations
which are
attached
to the node at whrch the partial
path
ends In the rest of thrs paper, T, denotes the set
of all test sequences generated by usrng S, as the
initial
state

sklsk2sk3sk4sk5
-2 -1 0 1 2

where kl,
, k5 are the names of the states and
-2,
-1,
0, 1, 2 are the relative
positions
of the
states
with
respect
to the current
state
In
particular,
Sk3 is the current state because its
relative
to the current
position
(or “offset”)
state is 0

For instance,
r. of our example 1s shown as
follows
For
slmpllclty,
we have abbreviated
hire(x)
by h, fire(x)
by f, etc
=
i:r’,P.

th,f,
h,r’,
h,p,
h,f,h,
h,p,r’ , h,p,r’ ,r’)

h,r’,f,

h,r’,r’,

sklskZsk3
in I: we check
For each element o =
This
if Q satisfies
all the tempo&a! Eonstraznts
check can be done by usrng the semantics whrch was
defined in I3 3 As an example, we show that tc2 of
13 2 1s satisfied
by

each test
sequence (op,)
<op,) In T, , we
can be accepted
by the pushdown
analyse lf it
automaton pa, We show the method by analysing the
test sequence h,f,hCr,
For descrlptlons
of these
operations,
see $3 4 Fig 3 on the previous page
we have
illustrates
this test
Agarn for clarity,
abbreviated
(ly)E(x,y)E,
by E and M(x)@, by M,
where 0, is as defined in Fig 2
For

a = so s' SOS'S0
-2 -1 0 1 2

which is obtained
by concatenating
SoSISo with
SoSISo (see $5 3, 55 5)
It
is
proved
by
contradiction
as follows
We negate okc2 and infer
a contradiction,
which implies
that
tc2 must be
satisfied
by a

We cannot carry on because the stack top does not
amply the temporal assertion
of the hire operation
That is, the test
sequence is reJected
by the
pushdown automaton paa
example
shows the acceptance
Another
sequence hire,
promote,
raise
(Fig 4
previous page)

of
on

<z>

‘(obq 1
‘( ofhsz~isz+

~Iy)E(ky))

‘rgLcurrsLE(hrre(x11

the
the

<==)

‘(

oY(rssrflrz+’

(fY)_E(i,Y))

V 'JF --EXECUI~RLE(h~reo())

55

Wxecution

-

1
)

Seauences

The examples in the previous sections rndrcate that
only a subset of T, is accepted by pa,, where ri 1s
the set of test sequences generated by using S, as
the initial
state
For each element top, 1
toq 1
of the subset which is accepted by pa,, there 1s a
sequence of states S, SL+,
Si+w, such that S,+* 1s
entered from S,+,-, on <op ) rn faj, ~‘1,
,m We
call
such a sequence of si ates a partial
execution
because it
sequence, denoted as (I,, It 1s partial
represents
only the future seen from S, or only the
the
past seen from S,,, but not both For instance,
test
sequence hire, promote, raise’/88
corresponds
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<==> (i~<O)(o,~(~y)E(x,y))

h o~XECllIARLE(hlre(i))

to prove that
not
That
is,
we have
(i~<O)(o,~(iy)E(x,y))
and okAN!G_s&&(hrre(xll
We see
the
same time
true
at
be
(i]<Ol (a, p(XylE(;,y))
1s true rff

both
can
that

Case 1
Case 2

So k(ZylE(j,yl
S~~~(lylE(x,yl

or
or

opinion,
formal
verification
of
consistency
should receive more attention
research and development communrty [28]

Case 3 S,”H1ylE(x,yl
However, Case 1 and Case 3 are not true
S, does not satrsfy
(ly)E(x,y)
Thus
(i]<O)(o,~(~y)E(x,y))
1s true rff Case
However, Case 2 is true only when n is
for
x
Thus
It
suffices
to
not true
OkXEcULABLE(hlre(i))
1s
substituted
for x
Recalling

that

ok$f~~da_~f(<op>)

rf

The author
wants to thank Prof Arne Solvberg
his encouragement and guidance
Thanks also to
reviewers for constructive
comments

since state
rmplies that
2 1s true
substituted
that
prove
when n is
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<==) ok AZIYI+
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t* or(ZylE(n,y)
& a(hire(wl
<I=)

,Sil H3ylE(n,yl
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